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Sometimes it’s not just what you say, it’s how
you look when you’re saying it.
Our Exhibit range gives you the tools to
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Incredible Embrace U Fabric Booth – page 25

DISPLAY
STANDS
All our freestanding displays are highly
portable. Clip together the frames, then
pull over the fabric graphic.
Use at networking meetings, exhibitions
or for in-store point-of-sale displays.
When it’s over, dismantle in minutes and
be on your way again – each comes with
a carry case.
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HOW
FABRIC
DISPLAYS
WORK
Fabric Displays are made up of two main
components — a strong, lightweight, tubular
aluminum frame and a printed fabric cover.
The 7.67 oz/yd² Stretch fabric cover is available
printed on both sides. Designed to fit snugly over
the frame, it is secured at one edge with a zip
fastening. The fabric cover is changeable and

Fabric Display frames utilise a simple

Each part is numbered for easy

‘click together’ mechanism.

identification and quick assembly.

Stretch the fabric graphic

All Fabric Display frames are supplied with a

over the frame and zip up.

carry bag for easy transportation and storage.

additional covers can be ordered separately.
These ‘next generation’ displays deliver maximum
impact and completely eliminate the problem of
visible join lines on larger displays.
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1

No.
SELLER

PYTHON

POP UP STAND

7.5 x 3ft
Each stand clicks
together in a few
minutes and then
simply stretch
over the printed
fabric graphic.

An impressive and imposing
sculpture. The fabric is double
sided so you can switch
messages for different events
with the same graphic.

Stand + graphic

$

391

FDSLDNFC

or graphic only $247 FDSLDNC
in

working days

Exact dimensions: 89”(h) x 37”(w)
7.67 oz/yd² Stretch fabric cover + frame
Printed both sides

6

BABY PYTHON

POP UP STAND

6 x 3.5ft
When you’re displaying in a
room with a lower ceiling, go
for the Baby Python, which is
shorter and wider than a
regular Python.

Stand + graphic

$

375

FDSWINFC

or graphic only $216 FDSWINC
in

working days

Exact dimensions: 74”(h) x 39”(w)
7.67 oz/yd² Stretch fabric cover + frame
Printed both sides
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KING
PYTHON

POP UP STAND

11.5 x 4ft
This enormous display will
tower above others. A good
way to give your expo stand
some height. The base is
weighted for stability.

Stand + graphic

791

$

FDSDUBFC

or graphic only $499 FDSDUBC
in

working days

Exact dimensions: 138”(h) x 47”(w)
7.67 oz/yd² Stretch fabric cover + frame
Printed both sides
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TOTEM

AXE

N EW

TOP

POP UP STAND

SLIMLINE STAND

7.5 x 2.5ft

6.5 x 3ft

Perfect for navigation, our

Really great for event

slimline Totem stand has a small

signage and navigation.

SELLER

footprint. Get it printed both
sides or just one. Collapses

Stand + graphic

down into a small bag.

SI NG L E S I D ED

D O UB L E SI D E D

Stand + graphic

Stand + graphic

$

$

255

FDSKE0FC

290

or graphic only $161 FDSKE0C
in

working days

FDSKESFC

343

$

FDSTKOFC

or graphic only $199 FDSTKOC
in

working days

Exact dimensions: 79”(h) x 33”(w)
7.67 oz/yd² Stretch fabric cover + frame
Printed both sides

Exact dimensions: 90”(h) x 31”(w)
7.67 oz/yd² Stretch fabric cover + frame
Printed both sides or front only with white reverse
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PEACOCK

PADIUM

7 x 2ft

4 x 1.5ft

Add a tablet and connect

Attach an iPad or tablet to

it to a big screen.

capture visitor details or

MEDIA DISPLAY STAND

TABLET DISPLAY STAND

explain your proposition.

Stand + graphic

$

535

FDSOSLFC

or graphic only $304 FDSOSLC
in

working days

Exact dimensions: 87”(h) x 23”(w)
7.67 oz/yd² Stretch fabric cover + frame
Printed both sides
Includes a TV bracket, variable size
tablet holder and two black metal
literature baskets
Tablet and TV not included

Stand + graphic

$

268

FDSOSAFC

or graphic only $152 FDSOSAC
in

working days

Exact dimensions:
51”(h) x 17”(w)
7.67 oz/yd² Stretch fabric cover + frame
Printed both sides
Includes variable size tablet holder
Tablet not included

TOP

SELLER
10

BOOTH

KANGAROO

POP UP KIOSK

POP UP LITERATURE HOLDER

3 x 1.5ft

5 x 1ft

Perfect for information kiosks

Each basket holds up to 2” of

or sample giveaways.

letter size landscape brochures.

Stand + graphic

Stand + graphic

$

$

535

FDSBARFC

or graphic only $252 FDSBARC
Header + graphic $227 FDSBAHFC
in

working days

Exact dimensions:
38”(h) x 38”(w) x 20”(d)
7.67 oz/yd² Stretch fabric cover +
frame
Shown with optional header
height: 906”(h)

278

TOP

SELLER

FDSPARFC

or graphic only $160 FDSPARC
in

working days

Exact dimensions: 61”(h) x 41”(w)
7.67 oz/yd² Stretch fabric cover + frame
Printed both sides
Includes two metal
literature baskets

Flat packs for easy transportation
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CURVED
BACKDROPS
Ever had to build one of those frames
with magnetic bars and panels of
graphics? Not fun.
Our curved backdrop displays pop up in
minutes. Each has a continuous
graphic, so you don’t need to worry
about lining up panels – stretch your
message across the whole stand.
They’re optionally double sided too.
And the magic of stretchy fabric is you
can flip which side is front each time.
One message at one event, flip,
different message at the next.
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CURVE 24

TOP

SELLER

CURVED POP UP STAND

7.5 x 8ft
Lightweight and elegant, a
great backdrop to your expo.

SINGLE SIDED

D O UB L E S I D E D

Stand + graphic

Stand + graphic

$

$

479

FDSBL0FC

595

FDSBLNFC

or graphic only
$306 FDSBL0C

or graphic only
$423 FDSBLNC

in

in

working days

working days

Exact dimensions: 91”(h) x 98”(w)
7.67 oz/yd² Stretch fabric cover + frame
Printed both sides, or front only with white reverse
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CURVE 30

CURVED POP UP STAND

TOP

SELLER

CURVE 50

CURVED POP UP STAND

7.5 x 10ft

7.5 x 16.5ft

Our most eyecatching display

Reversible graphic – choose a different message

– a full three metres in width.

for front and back, then switch between events.

SI NG L E S I D ED

D O UB L E SI D E D

SIN GLE SIDE D

DO UB LE SIDED

Stand + graphic

Stand + graphic

Stand + graphic

Stand + graphic

$

$

$

$

560

FDSRO0FC

707

FDSROMFC

998

FDSDU0FC

1281

or graphic only
$441 FDSRO0C

or graphic only
$535 FDSROMC

or graphic only
$861 FDSDU0C

or graphic only
$1015 FDSDURC

in

in

in

in

working days

working days

Exact dimensions: 91”(h) x 118”(w)
7.67 oz/yd² Stretch fabric cover + frame
Printed both sides, or front only with white reverse

working days

working days

Exact dimensions:
91”(h) x 197”(w)
7.67 oz/yd² Stretch fabric
cover + frame
Printed both sides, or
front only with white
reverse
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FDSDURFC

CREST 40

N EW

CONCAVED POP UP STAND

7.5 x 13ft
Large panoramic concaved stand,
with three stabilizing legs.

S I N G L E S I D ED

D O UB L E S I D E D

Stand + graphic

Stand + graphic

$

$

997

FDSMA0FC

1253

or graphic only
$637 FDSMA0C

or graphic only
$920 FDSMALC

in

in

working days

FDSMALFC

working days

Exact dimensions: 91”(h) x 157”(w) x 24”(d)
7.67 oz/yd² Stretch fabric cover + frame

24”

Printed both sides, or front only with white reverse

157”
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STRAIGHT
BACKDROPS
These straight backdrops are just as
imposing as the curved ones, but
have a slightly smaller footprint.
Combine our Stage 46, Stage 30 and
Stage 18s to make L-Shaped or
U-shaped displays to hide ugly shell
schemes, with our optional
connection kits (page 23).
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STAGE 46

STRAIGHT POP UP STAND

7.5 x 15ft

SI N G L E SIDE D

DO U BLE SIDE D

Stand + graphic

Stand + graphic

$

$

945

FDSSA0FC

1179

FDSSANFC

Our widest straight stand.

or graphic only
$747 FDSSA0C

or graphic only
$978 FDSSANC

Exact dimensions: 89”(h) x 180”(w)

Yet has a tiny footprint.

in

in

Printed both sides, or front only with white reverse

working days

working days

7.67 oz/yd² Stretch fabric cover + frame
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TOP

SELLER

STAGE 30

STRAIGHT POP UP STAND

7.5 x 9.5ft
Make a backdrop for an expo
stand or use as a room divider.

SIN GLE SIDE D

DO UB LE SID ED

Stand + graphic

Stand + graphic

$

$

599

FDSNY0FC

749

or graphic only
$469 FDSNY0C

or graphic only
$560 FDSNYCC

in

in

working days

working days

Exact dimensions: 89”(h) x 114”(w)
7.67 oz/yd² Stretch fabric cover + frame
Printed both sides, or front only with white reverse
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FDSNYCFC

STAGE 18

STRAIGHT POP UP STAND

7.5 x 6ft
Slimline, standalone display or connect to Stage
30 or Stage 46 displays to make a corner booth
with optional connection kit (page 23).

SIN GLE SIDE D

DO U BLE SIDE D

Stand + graphic

Stand + graphic

$

$

451

FDSCH0FC

558

FDSCHIFC

or graphic only
$292 FDSCH0C

or graphic only
$409 FDSCHIC

in

in

working days

working days

Exact dimensions: 89”(h) x 71(w)
7.67 oz/yd² Stretch fabric cover + frame
Printed both sides, or front only with white reverse
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WING 9

N EW

FIN-SHAPED POP UP STAND

8 x 3ft
Fin-shaped fabric stand, next to straight
backdrop. Position a Wing 9 at 90 degrees
to your Stage 30 and squeeze into a 10 x 3ft
shell scheme.

SIN GLE SIDE D

DO UB LE SID ED

Stand + graphic

Stand + graphic

$

$

355

FDSBR0FC

432

or graphic only
$242 FDSBR0C

or graphic only
$319 FDSBRIC

in

in

working days

working days

Exact dimensions: 98”(h) x 38”(w)
7.67 oz/yd² Stretch fabric cover + frame
Printed both sides, or front only with white reverse
Shown attached to Stage 30 (not included)
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Position left, right or both sides. Available printed one side, or print both sides for flexibility.

FDSBRIFC

QUEEN
PEACOCK

N EW

SCALLOP-SHAPED
POP UP STAND

8.5 x 4ft
Give your stand some height with a
scallop-shaped stand, complete with
connection kit, TV bracket and two shelves
(TV not included).

SIN GLE SIDE D

DO UB LE SID ED

Stand + graphic

Stand + graphic

$

$

709

FDSMI0FC

755

FDSMILFC

or graphic only
$393 FDSMI0C

or graphic only
$442 FDSMILC

in

in

working days

working days

Exact dimensions: 104”(h) x 47”(w) x 18”(d)
7.67 oz/yd² Stretch fabric cover + frame
Printed both sides, or front only with white reverse
Shown attached to Stage 30 (not included)
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RIALTO

BRIDGE

7.5 x 2.5ft
The Rialto Bridge can be clamped to
any Stage 18, Stage 30 or Stage 46
stand with fittings included.

Stand + graphic

663

$

FDSHAMFC

or graphic only $450 FDSHAMC
in

working days

Exact dimensions:
89”(h) x 31”(w) x 73”(d)
7.67 oz/yd² Stretch fabric cover + frame
Full colour print on both sides
Supplied with aluminium frame, TV bracket,
clasps, allen key and carry bag
Rialto Bridge shown attached to Stage 30 Stand
(not included)
Attach a TV to the bridge
(bracket included, TV not included)
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STAGE
CONNECTION

KIT FOR STRAIGHT BACKDROPS
Join multiple straight Stage 18, Stage 30
and Stage 46 straight backdrops to form
L-shape or U-shape displays.
Create an L-shaped display with 90
degree conneciton kit or longer straight
displays with 180 degree connection kit.

Clamp kit

52

$
in

working days

Stage Connection Kit
180 degrees FDSCK180
Stage Connection Kit
90 degrees FDSCK90
One pair of aluminium
c-clips per kit
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MEETING
BOOTHS
Rent a space-only stand
at your next expo and
pop-up one of these bad
boys – they’re incredible
in real life.
Or use in your office to
make inspirational
booths for solo work or
effective meetings.
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EMBRACE U

79”

U-SHAPED MEETING BOOTH

7.5 x 10ft
Make a private meeting space in
your office or divide up your open

118”

plan rooms with these huge
booths. Use the front and back –
both are printed.

Stand + graphic

1556

$

FDSCAPFC

or graphic only $971 FDSCAPC
in

working days

Exact dimensions: 91”(h) x 118”(w) x 79”(d)
7.67 oz/yd² Stretch fabric cover + frame
Printed both sides
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EMBRACE C

98”

C-SHAPED MEETING BOOTH

7.5 x 9.5ft
Curves right round on both
sides to form hi-backed shape.

Stand + graphic

1556

$

FDSPREFC

or graphic only $971 FDSPREC
in

working days

Exact dimensions: 91”(h) x 112”(w) x 98”(d)
7.67 oz/yd² Stretch fabric cover + frame
Printed both sides
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112”

HARBOUR

N EW

J-SHAPED EXTRA WIDE MEETING BOOTH

7.5 x 13ft
Use the 13ft straight
section for your main
image or message, and the
cosy booth at the end for
private discussions.

Stand + graphic

1808

$

FDSPOOFC

or graphic only $1253 FDSPOOC
in

working days

Exact dimensions:
91”(h) x 157”(w) x 79”(d)
7.67 oz/yd² Stretch fabric cover + frame

79”

Printed both sides

27
157”

HUDDLE

SNUGGLE

SLOPED MEETING BOOTH

C-SHAPED
MEETING BOOTH

6.5 x 10ft

6 x 8ft

Eye-catching one-piece,

A cosy booth 6ft tall with a

ready formed stand, printed

footprint of 79” x 94”.

on all sides. Spiral shape
has lower left wall rising to
high right wall.

Stand + graphic

1248

$

Stand + graphic

1556

$

or graphic only $791 FDSWELC
in

FDSBEIFC

or graphic only $971 FDSBEIC
in

working days

Exact dimensions:
71”(h) x 94”(w) x 79”(d)

working days

7.67 oz/yd² Stretch fabric cover + frame

Exact dimensions:
49-91”(h) x 118”(w) x 79”(d)

Printed both sides

7.67 oz/yd² Stretch fabric cover + frame

79”

Printed both sides
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FDSWELFC

118”

MODESTO

N EW

PRIVATE CUBICLE

5 x 7ft
These booths are
multi-purpose. Use them as
private webex booths,
intimate meeting rooms,
polling stations or changing
cubicles. Closed on three
sides, with an optional sliding
curtain on the front.

Stand + graphic

1143

$

FDSVATFC

or graphic only $612 FDSVATC
optional curtain $129
working days

85”

79”

in

Exact dimensions:
83”(h) x 59”(w) x 85”(d) mm
7.67 oz/yd² Stretch fabric cover + frame
Printed both sides – curtain not included

94”

59”
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FURNITURE
Have you seen the price of
hiring expo furniture?
Why not use these seating
cubes at your next event and
then use them in your office
when you return.
Brand on all sides with your
logo, or something funky
which suits your brand.
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KOLA LITE

MOJITO

SEATING CUBE WITH STORAGE

POP UP COCKTAIL TABLE

1 x 1ft

3.5 x 2.5ft

Low cost, personalized stools are great for

Great as a demo station with bar

creating an audience area at your event.

stools for standup meetings.

Seat + graphic

Table + graphic

175

$
in

FDSDU1FC

TOP

SELLER

working days

14”(h) x 14”(l) x 14”(d)mm
7.67 oz/yd² Stretch fabric cover + frame
Concealed storage under the seat
Also available with
black seat for $13 less

$

447

TOP

SELLER

FDSRIOFC

or graphic only $252 FDSRIOC
in

working days

Exact dimensions: 43”(h) x 31”(dia.)
7.67 oz/yd² Stretch fabric cover + table
Printed top and four sides
Flat packs for easy transportation
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HANGERS

N EW

FABRIC EXHIBITION DISPLAYS
Give your stand huge presence by suspending a
massive circle, square or triangle Hanger. The expo
organizers take care of the erection for you – just
ask them for a quote.
7.67 oz/yd² Stretch fabric cover + frame
Full colour print on both sides or with white inside

in

working days

120”
42”
36”

CIRCLE

”

SQUARE

SI NG L E S I D ED

D O UB L E S I D E D

0”

12

42

96”

TRIANGLE

S I N G L E SIDE D

DO U BLE SIDE D

SIN GLE SIDE D

DO UB LE SID ED

Frame + graphic Frame + graphic

Frame + graphic Frame + graphic

Frame + graphic Frame + graphic

$

$

$

1497

or graphic only
$950 FDCHC0C

FDCHC0FC

1561

$

FDCHC4FC

or graphic only
$1012 FDCHC4C

1638

or graphic only
$1084 FDCHS0C

FDCHS0FC

1715

$

FDCHS4FC

or graphic only
$1166 FDCHS4C

1497

or graphic only
$950 FDCHT0C

FDCHT0FC

1561

$

or graphic only
$1012 FDCHT4C

FDCHT4FC

KUBRICK

BONDI

DIRECTOR’S CHAIR

DECK CHAIR

2.5 x 3ft

2 x 3.5ft

Bring a bit of Hollywood glamour to

Branded deckchairs are ace for indoor and outdoor use.

your office with this classic style

Create a chill-out area and encourage people to relax.

director’s chair. It folds neatly for
easy transportation and can be
customized on the seat, and both
sides of the back panel.

Frame + graphic

in

Seat + graphic

175

$

FDSWAIFC

working days

Assembled size: 23”(w) x 39”(d)
Adjustable height: 27-34”(h)

FDSHOLFC

or graphic only $98 FDSHOLC
in

173

$

working days

8.41 oz/yd² fade resistant Tent fabric
cover + wooden folding deck
chair frame
Printed one side

Exact dimensions:
23”(w) x 33”(h) x 18”(d)
8.41 oz/yd² fade resistant
Tent fabric cover + wooden frame
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ARTHUR 5 & 6
FITTED TABLECLOTHS

6 x 10ft / 6 x 11ft
Personalize your conference table with a neat
branded tablecloth which drapes on three sides.

for 5 ft table

for 6 ft table

$

$

in

191

FDTCAR5

working days

201

in

working days

Exact dimensions:
Arthur 5: 71”(w) x 118”(l) (to fit 5ft trestle table)
Arthur 6: 70”(w) x 129”(l) (to fit 6ft trestle table)
6.19 oz/yd² polyester display fabric | hemmed
Printed top and four sides
Table not included
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FDTCAR6

ARTHUR JUNIOR

GUINEVERE

N EW

TABLE RUNNER

6 FOOT LOOSE TABLECLOTH

3.5 x 6.5ft

6 x 9ft

Get the personalized look

These are designed for 6ft trestle tables but ask

for the lowest price.

for a custom size if your tables are different.

Table runner for trestle table

Tablecloth for trestle table

$

$

114

in

FDTRARJ

working days

165

in

FDTCGU6

working days

Exact dimensions: 39”(w) x 79”(l)

Exact dimensions: 71”(w) x 110”(l) (to fit 6ft trestle table)

6.19 oz/yd² polyester display fabric

6.19 oz/yd² polyester display fabric

Printed one side | hemmed | table not included

Printed one side | hemmed | table not included
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BARRIERS &
BARRIERS
COVERS
Barrier covers are an alternative to rigid PVC.
Pimp your crowd control barriers or building
We use a vent fabric, with little holes.
site fences with our neat range of covers.
They’re printed on a vented fabric which lets
Bouncer crowd barriers are great for sporting
air flow through, meaning they’re less likely
events and Builder site barriers cover ugly
to get toppled by the wind. They just slip
construction mesh panels.
over the top of your existing barriers. Just
secure with cable ties and you’re done.
Standard sizes available or we can make
them to custom size.

BOUNCER

BUILDER

3.5 x 7.5ft

6 x 10.5ft

Printed barrier cover

Printed barrier cover

$

$

CROWD BARRIER COVER

in

193

FDBACBC

working days

SITE BARRIER COVER

in

193

FDBACBS

working days

Exact dimensions: 39”(h) x 89”(w)
Barrier not included
2.95 oz/yd² vent polyester fabric
Hemmed and eyeletted, cable ties included
Single printed piece folds to provide front and reverse coverage
Holes in the fabric allow wind to pass through easily

Exact dimensions: 71”(h) x 126”(w)
Suitable for a 71” x 126” site barrier
Barrier not included
2.95 oz/yd² vent polyester fabric
Hemmed and eyeletted, cable ties included
Printed one side
Holes in the fabric allow
wind to pass through easily
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GAZEBOS

This ‘Marquis’ gazebo has a
fully printed canopy plus one
half height wall and one full

38

height wall – $1793

Printed gazebos are all the rage at farmer’s

Clip on the number of sides you want. A full

markets, festivals and fairs. Our range now

height wall hangs from the top, or you can

features new lower cost options, so you can

choose half height walls, which come with a

make the most of your marketing budget.

rail. Why not print a half height wall for the

In every case, the gazebo frame is the same.

front too, to act as a cool branded counter?

It’s compact for storage, then pops up and

Remember you can buy all the printed parts

locks into place.

separately, so you can change your messages

You’ve got a choice of a plain black canopy,
your name or logo printed on the front fascia

for each season or each event, and keep using
the same frame. Neat!

or your branding fully printed on all sides and
the top too. Each canopy is a water resistant
material that’ll keep you and your stock dry if
it rains.

Frame contracts to

Pull the legs outwards –

compact size.

the frame builds itself.

Pop the canopy on top.

Arrange the corners of the canopy.
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DESIGN YOUR GAZEBO
STEP 1

CHOOSE YOUR SIZE
Our bestseller is 10ft x 10ft, bigger than
typical domestic gazebos. Our most
impressive is the double-width 20ft edition
and for those that like something
in-between, the 15ft edition.

10ft

10ft
10ft

15ft

10 x 10 x 10ft Gazebo – frame & canopy

10ft

Printed on waterproof 8.41 oz/yd² Tent Fabric

20ft

40

Assembled size: 118”(w) x 118”(h) x 118”(d)

This ‘Viceroy’ gazebo has a

Walls full colour print on one side or both sides

fascia printed canopy plus one

Fire retardant and fade resistant

half height wall and one full

Supplied with heavy duty steel frame, carry bag,
ground pegs and guide rope

height wall – $1190

STEP 2

CHOOSE YOUR CANOPY
Our lowest price is a black unprinted canopy. Upgrade and get
the fascia pelmet printed. Or, be bold and opt for the whole
top and pelmet printed on all sides.

10x10ft

496
$586
$1189

Black unprinted ‘Chief ’

$

Fascia printed ‘Viceroy’
Fully printed ‘Marquis’

10x15ft
FDSMUMFC

FDSDELFC

FDSGZBFC

704
$791
$1500
$

10x20ft
FDSMU4FC

FDSDE4FC

FDSGZ4FC

920
$1038
$1895
$

10x10ft

10x15ft

FDSMU6FC

FDSDE6FC

FDSGZ6FC

STEP 3

10x20ft

THEN ADD YOUR WALLS
Most people finish their gazebo with walls. The most popular
combo is one full height back wall and two half height sides. Half
height walls include a hanging rail – put on the front to hide a table
if you’re selling stuff over the counter.

10x10ft
SINGLE SI DE D

Half height
Full height

275
$329
$

10x15ft

10x20ft

DOUBLE SI DE D

S I NG L E S I D ED

D OUB L E S I D ED

401
$576

357
$458

545
$884

$

$

$

S I NG L E S I D ED

D OUB L E SID E D

527
$635

778
$1127

$

$
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OUTDOOR

42

LOLLY

JELLY

POP OUT BANNER

POP OUT BANNER

Our Pop Out Banners are easy to put up with their ‘pop

Great for outdoor or indoor events. Each includes 2x

out’ construction method. Just release it from the carry

single sided graphic panels with eyelet tabs, attached to

bag and watch as it assembles itself in an instant.

a spring frame, 6x ground pegs and a carry bag.

6 x 3.5ft

3.5 x 7ft

278

$
in

FDPOMOF

working days

$
in

278

FDPOSYF

working days

Exact dimensions: 72”(h) x 41”(w)

Exact dimensions: 40”(h) x 81”(w)

3.24 oz/yd² ‘Flag’ fabric + frame

3.24 oz/yd² ‘Flag’ fabric + frame

Printed both sides

Printed both sides

Also available in optional ‘Display’ fabric

Also available in optional ‘Display’ fabric
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FLAGS
Let’s do a little experiment. On your way
home tonight, count the number of flags
you see. They’re absolutely everywhere.
Why’s that? Well, for a couple of hundred
bucks, you get a three metre high,
fluttering, piece of eye catching marketing
for your business. They are such great
value, it’s no wonder businesses are lining
them up on their car park and forecourt
and outside their front door.
All our flags are suitable for use indoors
and outdoors. They’re double-hemmed for
durability, with a strong pole pocket which
is designed to be used multiple times.
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CREATE YOUR FLAG
IN THREE EASY STEPS

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

Choose from a Teardrop, Quill

Lowest cost option is a single

Get the right base for the

or Empire shape, depending

sided flag material. In exposed

surface you want to display

on your personal taste. See

environments, choose Vent

your flag. We’ve got options

next page.

material. Or go double-sided and

for indoors, for grass and

your message can be seen the

outdoor pavements.

CHOOSE
YOUR STYLE

CHOOSE
YOUR MATERIAL

CHOOSE
YOUR BASE

right way round on both sides.
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STEP 1

TEARDROP

QUILL

EMPIRE

9ft

12ft

11.5ft

Pole + graphic

Pole + graphic

Pole + graphic

$

$

$

STANDING FLAG

191

FDFQ270

STANDING FLAG

157

FDFF360

STANDING FLAG

191

FDFE350

or graphic only $126

or graphic only $106

or graphic only $126

FDFQ270

FDFF360F

FDFE350F

in

working days

in

working days

in

working days

Exact dimensions:
Assembled height: 106”
Graphic: 91”(h) x 46”(w)

Exact dimensions:
Assembled height: 142”
Graphic: 118”(h) x 28”(w)

Exact dimensions:
Assembled height: 138”
Graphic: 100”(h) x 30”(w)

3.24 oz/yd² single sided ‘Flag’
fabric cover + pole

3.24 oz/yd² single sided ‘Flag’
fabric cover + pole

3.24 oz/yd² single sided ‘Flag’
fabric cover + pole

All these standing flags are suitable
outdoors in winds of up to 15mph
All flags show with optional
$60 ‘Cross’ base (see page 47)
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Wash flags at 30°
before using in wet
weather to prevent the
ink from running

STEP 2

CHOOSE YOUR
FLAG MATERIAL

STEP 3

CHOOSE YOUR BASE
Bases only available with flag purchase

CROSS BASE

SQUARE METAL BASE

WALL MOUNT

For indoor or outdoor use

For indoor or outdoor

For indoor or outdoor

on hard surfaces only.

use on flat surfaces.

use on flat, solid walls.

$60 each FDFBCRB

$60 each FDFBSQ

$55 each FDFBWMB

both sides – we put a

GROUND SPIKE

WATER BASES

WATER RING

blackout divider in between

Suitable for outdoor use

Outdoor on flat surfaces in

Extra stability for Cross,

to prevent showthrough.

on compacted ground.

moderate wind conditions.

Square or Water base.

$55 each FDFBGS

small $60 each FDFBSWB
regular $73 each FDFBWB
large $114 each FDFBLWB

$37 each FDFBWR

SINGLE SIDED
The lowest cost option. Your
design will be printed one
side. If viewed from behind,
you’ll see a mirror image on
the reverse.

DOUBLE SIDED
Have a different message on
each side of the flag, or
show the same message on

VENT WEAVE
For more exposed
environments, opt for a
single-sided vent material
which allows maximum air
to pass through.

small

regular

large
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EMBASSY

WALL MOUNTED FLAG

2.5 x 5.5ft
Flag only

173

$
in

FDFKAN55

working days

Exact dimensions: 30”(w) x 66”(h)
Printed both sides on 3.24 oz/yd² ‘Flag’ fabric
Use with a 45 degree flag pole (not included)

Also available

WINDSOR
ROPE & TOGGLE FLAG
various sizes available from
48

$

80

FDFBRU?

APOSTROPHE

HYPHEN

BACKPACK FLAG

BACKPACK FLAG

4ft

4ft

Backpack + pole + graphic

Backpack + pole + graphic

$

$

175

FDBFHO

or graphic only $119 FDBFHOF
in

working days

191

FDBFAO

or graphic only $132 FDBFAOF
in

working days

Exact dimensions:
Graphic: 49”(h) x 18”(w)

Exact dimensions:
Graphic: 49”(h) x 16”(w)

3.24 oz/yd² single sided
‘Flag’ fabric + pole + backpack

3.24 oz/yd² single sided ‘Flag’ fabric
+ pole + backpack

Backpack flags include a single
sided graphic on 3.24 oz/yd²
knitted polyester, poles and a
lightweight mesh and
polyurethane-leather backpack.
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FLUTTER

N EW

CARNIVAL

STANDING FLAG

HAND-HELD FLAG

8ft

3.5ft

Pole + graphic

Poles + graphic

$

$

119

FDFPROV

or graphic only $96 FDFPROVF
in

working days

Exact dimensions:
Assembled height:
98”(h) x 33”(w)
2.95 oz/yd² single sided
Vent fabric + pole

shown with optional
water base $60 FDFBSWB
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114

in

FDFBR1F

working days

Exact dimensions:
Flag height:
43”(h) x 35”(w)
3.24 oz/yd² single sided Flag fabric
Two telescopic 6ft soft grip poles

N EW

CARNIVAL 2

N EW

FESTIVAL

PARADE FLAG

HAND-HELD FLAG

6.5ft

3ft

N EW

Pole + graphic

98

$
in

FDFWEMF

working days

Exact dimensions:
Assembled height:
24”(h) x 36”(w)
3.24 oz/yd² single sided Flag fabric

Poles + graphic

144

$
in

Telescopic 6ft soft grip pole

FDFBR2F

working days

Exact dimensions:
Flag height: 39”(h) x 79”(w)
3.24 oz/yd² single sided Flag fabric
Two telescopic 6ft soft grip poles
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WE PRINT
EVERYTHING…
Ask us and let’s go!

order online or
find your local studio at

www.nettl.com

All prices shown exclude design, sales tax and delivery.
Prices subject to change and are correct at 03/01/19.
Subject to our terms and conditions. R1.0

